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Adaptation as Interpretation:
Three Versions of King Lear
Abstract
In this paper, I examine three film directors'
adaptations of King Lear in terms of their treatment of the
text: Kurosawa's mythic vision, Kozintsev_'s political view
. . \;,...
and 011v1er's performance-centered product10n.
1
All productions of a drama involve interpretation.
Inherent in the act of adapting a text from one medium of
prod~ction to another is the act of interpretation. In
order to decide on the focus of a piece, a director of a
film or television production of a play, in this case
William Shakespeare's King Lear, must consider the
advantages and disadvantages that these two-dimensional
media have in relationship to the theater, the medium for
which the play was originally written. I intend to examine
three such adaptations in this paper in terms of their
viability and success as re-visions of King Lear: Akira
Kurosawa's Ran, Giigori Kozintsev's King Lear, and Laurence
Olivier's King Lear (directed by Michael Elliot). Kozintsev
discusses the issue of adaptation as it concerns' film:
The cinema is first and foremost a visual art. A
screen version entails a decisive alteration of the
play's structure. It shifts the stress from the aural
to the visual. The problem is not one of finding means
to speak the verse in front of the camera,in realistic
circumstances ranging from long-shot to close-up. The·
aural has to be made visual. The poetic texture has
itself to be transformed into a visual poetry, into the
dynamic organization of film imagery. (Kozintsev 191)
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This need to change the emphasis from the aural to the
visual is one that informs these three productions in
varying degrees, ranging from ,the dominating visuality of
Kurosawa to the mediated social commentary of Kozintsev to
the personaljactorly approach of the Olivier version. In
Ran, Kurosawa bases his Japanese mythological story loosely
on the text, transforming it into a Noh-quality film with
puppet-like' characters moving in a brilliantly colored
world; Kozintsev's King Lear, even though in Russian
translation, maintains a fairly close relationship with the
text as it speaks to the dispossession of a whole people
1
through the actions of a misguided, old king; in Olivier's
television version, Shakespeare's text is followed closely
in a production whose mythic quality is coupled with an
intensely close and personal examination of the characters.
Akira Kurosawa is a director primarily concerned with
the visual excellence,of his films. cinema, to Kurosawa, is
a medium not of story, but of images. In his films, he
creates long, panoramic shots that slowly sweep over
magnificent ~cenery as well as brightly colored costumes and
ornate, intricate spectacle. His shots often resemble
paintings on very large canvases. Brian Parker contrasts
Kozintsev's ideas with Kurosawa's:
...whereas Kozintsev insisted that the decor and
costumes of his Lear film must not themselves be
attractive, Kurosawa states firmly that 'What is of
prime importance is the quality of the'decor, of the
objects or the beauty of the countryside in which the
3
film is shot l1 ••• (Parker 414)
Before Kurosawa became a film maker, he was a painter. In a
book of his screenplay and storyboards for Ran he says:
I intended to be a painter before I became involved
in film. A curious turn of events, however, brought me
to cinema,· where I began my present career. When I
changed careers, I burnt all the pictures that I had
painted up until then. I intended to forget painting ,
once and for all. As a well-known Japanese proverb
says,'If you chase two rabbits, you may not catch even
one.' (Kurosawa 5)
Kurosawa did not, however, completely forget painting. His
knowledge of composition and color dominates his film
images. It is entirely consistent then that Ran, his
\
version of King Lear, emphasizes image, not story.
If adaptation is seen as the movement from one medium
to another accompanied by changes necessary to bridge the
inherent void between media, then Kurosawa's film is
successful as an example of adaptation. Kurosawa takes the
play and transforms it into a piece of Japanese cinema.
However, Kurosawa deviates radically from Shakespeare's text
and story i~ his adaptation. The reasons for this departure
lie in Kurosawa's visual perspective. Parker examines why
Kurosawa's film is very distant from Shakespeare's words:
Because Kurosawa literally thinks in images(as he has
said), he is very far from taking the reverential
attitude to Shakespeare's language of Kozintsev and
Brook. He complains that Shakespeare is always too
wordy, and hazards the explanation that the original
actors must have egotistically inflated their parts.
He habitually writes his own scripts, in which
Iparker cites: Bertrand Raison and Serge Toubiana, Le
Livre de Ran (Seuil 1985),p. 14.
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characters speak only whey then cannot communicate in
other ways, and then in language that is terse and
almost brutally functional; and, of course, he takes
great liberties with the original: 'I had no wish for a
literal translation,' he says, 'I looked mainly for a
perspective. ,2 In fact, he insists that Ran's relation
to King Lear is really secondary: 'I started out to make
a film about Motonari Mori, the 16th-century warlord
whose three sons are admired in Japan as paragons of
virtue. What might their story be like, I wondered, if
the sons had not been so good? It was only after I was
well into writing the script about these imaginary
unfilial sons of the Mori clan that the similarities to
Lear occurred to me. since my story is set in medieval
Japan, the protag.onist's children had to be men; to
divide a rea+m among daughters would have been
unthinkable. ,3 , (Parker 415)
If, as Kurosawa says, the conception for the film originally
began as an examination of a 16th-century Japanese myth, and
then grew into a hybrid with King Lear, the enormous
differences between the stories of Ran and King Lear are
both explicable and clear. His explanation for his disdain
of the supposed "wordiness" of Shakespeare owing to the
egotism of its original performers, however, seems
disingenuous at best. Ran's derivation f~om Japanese
history goes far, however, to account for its enormous
departures from the text.
June Schlueter looks at this question of difference in
terms of derivation, not departure:
Much of the power of this brilliantly conceived film
derives from its resonances of Shakespeare, which take
the form of both analogue and suggestion. Lear's three
daughters become Hidetora's color-coded sons: Taro
2Parker again refers to: Raison and Toubiana, p:13.
3parker quotes from: Peter Grilli, 'Kurosawa Directs a
Cinematic "Lear," , New York Times. Sunday, 15 Dec 1985, p 1.
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(Goneril) in yellow, Jiro (Regan) in red, and Saburo
(Cordelia) in blue, challenging his father's wisdom.
. (Schlueter 12)
That Kurosawa produces a film that is derived from
Shakespeare is eViden~ however, the full breadth of
Kurosawa's adaptation is seen in the major differences
between his screen images and Shakespeare's text.
The dominant, crucial difference is ·that Kurosawa
writes completely new dialogue for Ran. His apparent
disdain for Shakespeare's "wordiness" goes so far that he
uses only basic plot situations from Shakespeare, but none
of the verse. This cannot be explained simply because the
film was made in a foreign language, because Kozintsev also
was working in a different language, but his version, as
much as is possible in translation, maintains a fidelity to
Shakespeare's words. Rather, this difference again
originates from Kurosawa's basic cinematic approach, in
which the image, and not the word or the character, is
paramount.
Hidetora, unlike Lear, is given a specific past by
Kurosawa. While we know that Lear was a strong ruler and
warrior, we do not learn any of the specifics of his reign.
By giving Lear no history, Shakespeare imbues him with a
highly mythic quality: he is the strong, old king. Kurosawa
needs to have a clearer justification for Hidetora's
abdication of the Ithrone. Parker examines this departure
from the Lear story:
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'When I look at Japanese history,' Kurosawa is reported
to have said, 'what I see is how man repeats himself
over and over again. ,4 Once this is grasped, other
aspects of Ran become clear". What is arbitrary and
irrational in Lear is given a moral an historical
explanation. 'What has always troubled me about King
Lear,' says Kurosawa, 'is that Shakespeare gives his
characters no past. We are plunged directly into the
agonies of their present dilemmas without knowing how
they come to this point. without knowing his past,
I've never really understood the ferocity of his
daughters' response to Lear's feeble attempts to
shed his royal power. In Ran I've tried to give Lear a
history.- I try to make clear that his power must rest
upon a lifetime of bloodthirsty savagery. Forced to
confront the consequences of his misdeeds, he is
driven mad. ' (Parker 416)
Another crucial change is the metamorphosis of Lear's
daughters into Hidetora's sons. While Kurosawa insists that
by setting his film in the Japanese warlord period, it
becomes impossible for Hidetora to give his land to
daughters, one could also argue that in England's ancient
"past, in a militaristic and patriarchal society, this father
"-
to daughter change-of-power would also have been unlikely.
As it is, the transfer of power in King Lear is handled with
the actual rule given to the Dukes of Cornwall and Albany.
Had Kurosawa given Hidetora daughters, the rule could have
been transferred in a similar fashion. Kurosawa's argument
may have historical accuracy, but it lessens the impact of
the situation. Part of the power of King Lear is that the
old king, who was certainly a warrior,"I have seen the day,
with my good biting falchionjI would have made them
4Parker quotes from: Donald Richie, The Films of Akira
Kurosawa (Berkeley 1965) ,p 115.
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skip,"(V.iii.280-281) relinquishes his authority to his
daughters in an era dominated by warfare. Ran, even though
like King Lear, it is set in a male-dominated societY,and,
even though Kurosawa does have female characters (the only
active female character is evil), is clearly about men. In
this way, it is a diminished version compared to
Shakespeare's play about a world in which both men and women
live and act.
A further textual change is the loss of the subplot of
Gloucester and his sons. Robert Willson Jr. explores this
omission:
Missing as well from the film is a sUbplot echoing the
main one. The hero's blindness is thus not shared by
another major character whose family is disrupted by
his foolishness. Although a blind figure does haunt
the landscape, he qualifies more as a Tiresias-like
seer fr6m classical tragedy than a stumbling, cursing
Gloucester. (Willson "Ran and King Lear" 115)
This omission and compression of characters serves to move
the emphasis away from the actual people and onto the
action. The characters become little more than puppets that
Kurosawa adroitly manipulates in his screen imagery. The
result is that the audience is distanced from the
,
characters. Instead of watching them as people, we see them
as objects of dire~torial manipulation. The filmic style
\
that Kurosawa uses in Ran e~phasizes this almost Brechtian
distancing. Parker looks at his shot style:
Technically, for example, Kurosawa opposes close-ups
and favours long shots. Far from letting you look into
a character's soul, he argues, close-ups merely
encourage an actor to be lazy and not to act with his
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whole body, and without such total commitment to the
representation will, in fact, lack soul; moreover,
close-ups would expose the elaborate makeup of his
Lear-character, Hidetora; and, most important of all,
long shots flatten character so that a Noh-like
objective aloofness is maintained, in the same way that
Noh masks impose a surrender of subjectivism upon
the actors wearing them. The characters of Ran are
less concerned with intrinsic identity, with 'Who is it
can tell me what I am?', than with their positions in
society. (Parker 414)
In Ran, all of the characters maintain a strict observance
of their place in society. This is what drives them, and
this is what defines them. Hidetora is the old warlord, but
he is never the man who becomes self-aware and sees that:
... unaccommodated
man is no more but such a poor, bare, forked animal ...
(III.iv.104-105)
Hidetora is the wronged man, but not the knowing man.
In the beginning of Ran, Kurosawa establishes his
cinemagraphic brilliance. The film opens with shots of
stationary hunters on horseback, standing before majestic
mountains and a sky filled with clouds. One stationary shot
follows another, until the boar appears and the hunt is on.
This hunt is rapid and brief, highlighted by an almost set
camera watching the rapidly passing action. Then we are at
the camp. The locale is established with long and medium
shots, and the overall impact is of slow action and color.
The banners and walls of the tent are yellow. The colors of
the clothing are vibrant. Through the slow majesty of this
opening sequence in which the visual is emphasized, Kurosawa
establishes the primary tone of the ~ilm.
9
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When Hidetora goes mad "and enters the fields alone,
his madness is foreshadowed by the coming of a storm.
curiously, in a film of such glorious cine~atography, the
tempest is relatively small and unimposing. The external
violence which resonates the internal turmoil in King Lear
is represented in Ran not by the storm but by the battles.
When Hidetora is at the height of his madness, the sky is a
Kurosawan blue. Hidetora, however, even though he is given
a history of viciousness, never comes to terms either with
himself or other people. Years earlier, he had led the
massacre of Sue's family, and he can never understand how
she manages not to hate him. The greatest difference
between Shakespeare's Lear and Kurosawa's Hidetora is that
Shakespeare's tragic hero reaches self-awareness, Kurosawa's
does not.
The turmoil that swirls in Ran is that of battle. In
fact, these sceneS are where Kurosawa is at his most
magnificent. The combat sequences are a tour-de-force for
the filmmaker. June Schlueter says:
Those who recall Throne of Blood' (1957) , Kurosawa's
adaptation of Macbeth, would expect the battle scenes
in Ran to be exciting, but these exceed expectation,
providing a pUlsating panorama of color and carnage ...
the yellow and red armies attack the third castle,
slaughtering its inhabitants and setting fire to its
tower. Shamed and disillusioned, Hidetora sits alone
in the upper reaches of the castle, sole survivor of
the holocaust, unable to find a suicide weapon. Amid
billows of smoke and clouds of fire, the Great Lord
descends the castle stairs, dazed and unstable, making
his way through the corridor formed by the two>armies,
who move in aborted steps toward the old lord but are
unable to kill him ... The battle is protracted and
10
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intense, staged in modified slow motion to pastoral and
orchestral music and battle silence. (Schlueter 12)
Kurosawa demonstrates his cinematographic genius in these
bloody and colorful images.
The battle over, Hidetora and Saburo are reunited. In
this scene, Kurosawa refutes his own disdain for
Shakespeare's text and creates a scene that resonates with
the power of Shakespeare's words. The victorious soldiers
form a line on horseback, stationary on the undulating
hills. Holding royal banners, they cheer the victory.
Kurosawa moves in from this wid~ long-shot to medium and
near close-ups on two figures on horseback; Hidetora riding
behind Saburo on one horse. In the rejoining of father and
son Kurosawa finally moves from the distant to the intimate.
Hidetora says:
I have so much to say Saburo. When we are alone and
quiet, we will speak, father and son. That's all I
want, nothing else. (Ran)
The sound of a gunshot rings out and Saburo slowly falls
from his horse. He is dead. Hidetora rushes to him:
He is dead. I know when one is dead. Saburo, he is
dead. You and I live, but Saburo. Saburo. saburo, you
can't die. I have tales to tell, forgiveness to ask.
Are you gone forever? .. It grows dark. Senile old
lord. (Ran)
Hidetora then dies and falls on his son's body.
The poignancy of the death of father and son is brief.
Kurosawa does not dwell on it, as he moves to Tango's (the
Kent figure) execution of the evil Lady Kaede. He confronts
her and dispatches her with one swift stroke of his samurai
11
sword. Her blood spatters a wall in a swath of bright red.
The image of the violence matches the savagery of the
events.
Grigori Kozintsev's King Lear (1970) reflects a very
different approach to film making than does Akira Kurosawa's
Ran. Rather than being ~ film with epic, sweeping shots,
filled with cinemagraphic beauty and grandeur, it is a film ~
in black and white. Its ~omber dignity speaks to the fates
both of royal, tragic figures and of the masses of the
world, whose lives are often determined by the whims and
actions of the powerful. Images ,of ordinary people,
sUffering from oppression and despair, form a motif that is
central to Kozintsev's filmic interpretation.
From its opening sequences it is evident that Grigori
Kozintsev's film version of King Lear(1970) focuses
on the chaos inherent in the flawed political structure
of a nation ruled by caprice, hypocrisy and the general
arrogance of power ... At the film's start the director
established a dialectic between the general populace
and the ruling class in order to stress their inter-
relationship, demonstrating that the exercise of ' power
cannot occur in isolation since all segments of society
will be affected by the corruption of regal authority.
(Radcliff-Umstead 266)
The "general population" of which Radcliff-Umstead speaks is
shown in a world devoid of color and happiness. They are
the downtrodden and the despairing. Brian Parker says that
Kozintsev:
... agreed that colour was totally inappropriate for
King Lear; only black and white could avoid a vulgar
interest in verisimilitude and convey the play's
great moral and emotional extremes: 'I do not know
what colour grief is,' writes Kozintsev, 'or what
12
shades sUffering has. s (Parker 412-413)
Kozintsev uses black and white to establish a deep sense of
foreboding and a visual representation of inevitable
tragedy. The foreboding is heightened by images of the"
peasants in rags wandering aimlessly in a war-torn and
devastated countryside. Barbara Hodgdon explains the impact
of the opening sequences in film and how Kozintsev makes
full use of that initial vision:
The initial moments of each film construct a space
that, signals the mode of discourse to follow.
Kozintsev's opening shots, which track a procession
of ragged beggars across a barren landscape strewn
with massive prehistoric boulders, begin with a
close-up of cloth-bound feet and gradually give way
to full shots and long shots of entire figures and
then to a soaring high-angle full shot that follows
those figures in relation to a full landscape dominated
by a massive fort-like structure.
(Hodgdon "Two Lears" 144)
In addition to the dippossessed, Kozintsev uses two
other images as motifs: fire and clouds and empty
landscapes. At various times clouds or dark smoke appears
in the sky, sometimes alone, sometimes with fires. These
images are usually matched in a shot with the masses to
emphasize their plight. Kozintsev's wide shots of the
landscape show it to be a rocky, barren terrain, one that
cannot support life, because its own life has been ravaged
and destroyed by war and exploitation.
These somber images present Lear as a man who does not
sParker quotes from: King Lear: The Space of Tragedy,
trans Mary Mackintosh (London 1977), P 37.
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consider the needs of his people. Of course, he does not
even fully consider the consequences of pis actions towards
himself and his daughters. Unlike Kurosawa, Kozintsev does
not need to see Lear's specific past to understand why he
makes his terrible choices. Kozintsev gives Lear neither an
individual past, nor a particular, identifiable setting.
Such particulars would diminish the universal quality of the
tragedy. Kozintsev explains:
Shakespearian tragedy is neither ancient history nor
fairy tale. Perhaps to express this is the most
important thing. In which period does the action of
the play take place? It is in ,the past that becomes
the future. (Kozintsev 195)
Lear's ignoring of his people's plight is symptomatic of
rulers' mistreatment of people throughout history.
Kozintsev',s King L~ar is a microcosm of such injustice; it
is one example that reflects the sickening reality of many
similar situations.
Kozintsev finds the tenor of the play in the text.
From the lines, he develops a feel for his film's atmosphere
and location. He discusses signals that lead to discovery
of place and tone:
One of the most complicated problems of making films
is the question of location. The Shakespearian world
can't be found either geographically or historically ...
Yet bits of it can be pieced together from assorted
lines from the text ...
What is the dramatic function in King Lear, of
those lines which are assigned to Edgar/Poor Tom? To
assist his impersonation of a madman to hide from his
pursuers? If that's the case, then there's too much
text. Or is it a sign of inner disorder brought on by
his humiliation and resulting in a loss of human
identity?
14
.... The apparently senseless words are full of profound
meaning. They are a guidebook to Lear'~ kingdom. Here,
the world of the tragedy is unfolded for us to see. It
howls out peasant songs, laments with the voices of
madmen, -groans its pleas for alms. From snatches of
phrases and rhythms there arises movement. Beggars
pass by on the road--the dispossessed. Here we see,
not only the 'bare, forked animal,' but also an image
of the country itself,--laid bare. There is nothing
to eat and no shelter. Here, in the specific
concreteness of life, lies the source of the tragedy.
(Kozintsev 193-194)
Kozintsev's filmic style and his interpretation of Lear
mesh easily. Kozintsev does not limit himself to a
particular kind of shot dominating his work, as Kurosawa
does with the emphasis on ~he long shot. He incorporates
the wide shots establishing tone and setting and the
intimate shots necessary to demonstrate Lear's coming to
self-awareness. He explains the process of adapting a
Shakespeare play into a film:
The process of tracing the spiritual life of Shake-
speare's plays cannot be separated from the tracing
of the historical process.
The essence of the art of film-making, it seems
to me, consists in the linking of these two viewpoints.
The close shot catches the barely perceptible spiritual
movement, while the general view shows the movement of
historical time. This isn't just a question of the
technical possibilities of montage, but is a means of
depicting the fate of human beings which differs from
the means employed in the theater. (Kozintsev 192)
Through the joining of apparent opposites of technique,
Kozintsev fuses a consistency of style that speaks to his
concern with both the personal tragedy of the king and the
public tragedy of the dispossession of the people. Barbara
Hodgdon points out Kozintsev's meshing of seemingly
disparate shots, "Consistently, Kozintsev's film uses visual
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extremes--the fullness of the closeups on faces against the
relatively blank shots of landscape--in order to acknowledge
shifts of feeling and to measure sUbjective by objective
vision" (Hodgdon "Kozintsev's King Lear" 294).
Central to Kozintsev's vision of Lear is the hovel
scene in which Lear, after baring himself to the terrors of
the storm enters the hovel which is peopled not only with
Edgar/poor Tom, Kent and the Fool, but also with a mass of
hUddling, frighteDed and starving people, whose only shelter
against the storms of the natural and the human world is a
barely-standing wooden shack. Koz intsevb~~E:~~y shoVis
Lear in the storm. In a series of long shots, a barren
field, devoid of any vegetation, is swept by massive sheets
of rain; clouds fill the sky, crashing together; and two
small human figures, Lear and the Fool, huddle in the
torrent. The storm itself is clearly secondary to the
accompanying human suffering. Kozintsev explains, "In King
Lear, the voice of human sUffering is accorded more
significance than the roar of thunder" (Kozintsev 198).
Lear delivers his "Blow, winds, and crack your
cheeks!"(III.ii.1). speech and then sends his fool into the
nearby hovel. Robert Willson remarks on the centrality of
the hovel: " ...Kozintsev makes us feel the force of the
tempest on the heath, as well as the hero's pitiful effort
to confront it. But his central concern in the storm
sequence is to remind us of the collective fate of the
16
refugees" (Willson, "Lear and Dispossession" 21). Lear
hesitates and, deviating from the text, delivers his prayer
after he enters the hovel. Radcliff-Umstead insists that,
by having Lear enter the hovel filled with the impoverished,
that Kozintsev fulfills his artistic vision as a socialist
director:
Whereas Shakespeare intended to bring Lear to an
awareness of himself as a kingly man, the socialist
filmmaker takes the former monarch down to the level
of the masses. Consequently the hovel where Lear
joins the company of beggars appears as a dilapidated
lodging house for vagrants. (Radcliff-Umstead 269)
Lear, as he enters, is stopped by a scene more horrifying
than the power of the storm: the immensity of the immediate
-<:
human situation. Using close-ups, Kozintsev shows Lear as
he sees the inhabitants of the hovel. Inside the less-than-
secure shack many people, wet and shivering, try to find
some succor from the elements. He hears moans, sees a child
huddling against a parent, and achieves his greatest moment
of self-awareness. He looks directly at the most down-
trodden of his subjects and says:
Poor naked wretches, whereso'er you are,
That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,
How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,
Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these? 0, I have ta'en
Too little care of this!
(Kozintsev King Lear III.iv.28-33)
For the first time, Lear's worn and weary face reflects
concern for someone other than himself. He sees his own
mortality and frailty, but he also witnesses the tangible
results of his own arrogance and negligence. He
17
understands, in a moment of self-politicization, in a
synthesis of the problem posed by the dialectic Kozintsev
establishes in this film, that these people are not just his
sUbjects, not just minions to do his bidding, but that they
are'human beings with fates as important as his, and that as
a king, he is responsible for them. He understands that,
Ultimately, all people are interconnected. The actions of a
king have repercussions on the lives of his most ordinary
subjects. In Kozintsev's view of this tragedy Lear realizes
this connection only after he has abdicated the power
necessary to do anything positive about it. Now he too is a
dispossessed, powerless, old man whose comprehension of the
human. situation is achieved only as a direct result of his
own impotence.
Unlike in Kurosawa's Ran, the war scenes in Kozintsev's
King Lear are not examples of gorgeous film spectacle.
Rather they represent, through·pictures of destruction and
fire~~,the smoldering rage and corruption in the human
spirit. The first suggestions that a battle is raging
appear in a shot with smoke billowing over a hill and people
running away. Then Kozintsev shows the reunion of the
awakened Lear with Cordelia. Despite the focus on father
and daughter, the audience remains aware that this family
scene is played out in the midst of carnage. As soldiers
fight in the background, and flames spew clouds of smoke,
Lear and Cordelia speak to each other:
18
LEAR: Be your tears wet? Yes, faith. I pray weep not.
If you have poison for me, I will drink it.
I know you do not love me; for your sisters
Have, as I do remember, done me wrong.
You have some cause, they have not.
CORDELIA: No cause, no cause.
(Kozintsev King Lear IV.vii.73-78)
Kozintsev discusses the filming of the battle:
The war in King Lear isn't shown as a series of battle
scenes~ Rather, it is a burning flame. Its origin
smolders in the play's opening words. The suppressed
conflict of concealed passions--envy, hatred,
jealousy--bursts out with enormous force. Acting on
Edmund's orders, soldiers set light to the countryside.
A town burns. The kingdom is'burning ... The screen is
in flames. (Kozintsev 199)
The battle scenes reach their fullest intensity with
mixed recurring shots of refugees running, soldiers
fighting, buildings and carts burning; and a requiem b~ing
sung is heard. There is no glory in this battle, only death
and deceit. The requiem is sung not to extol the
achievements of brave soldiers and monumental, martial
deeds, but to lament the despair and death that are the
ultimate consequences of warfare.
Cordelia's army is defeated, and she and Lear are
captured. Edgar defeats Edmund in his ritualistic'joust,
and Edmund, dying, decides,"Some good I mean to do/Despite
of mine own nature" (Kozintsev King Lear V.iii.246-247). As
Edmund writhes on the ground in pain, imploring them to stop
his order to kill Lear and Cordelia, we hear Lear's voice.
It is an anguished, drawn-out howl. His "howl" is done as a
voice-over on the slow shots which finally locate him
standing on the side of a wall. The next shot is a cut to
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the dead Cordelia, hanging in an archway. This is, perhaps,
the most extreme deviation from the text that Kozintsev
makes. While it does not affect the lines, it reverses
Shakespeare's choice to not show Cordelia's hanging onstage,
but to have her brought in, carried by her grieving father.
The dramatic impact is not lessened in the film, but it is
changed. In his depiction of the innocent daughter's death,
Kozintsev is brutally direct. This is the opposite of
distancing. The audience does not witness Lear's pain, but
participates in it by seeing Cordelia hanging by the neck
and then being cut down. It is an image of the utmost
horror.
As she is cut down, Lear turns and addresses the
assembled people. His voice is full of emotion, and it
echoes as he cries:
..• 0, Y0U are men of stones.
(Kozintsev King Lear V.iii.261)
Lear finally can take no more and dies between Kent and
Edgar. He and Cordelia are carried out together, on the
same stretcher, father and daughter reunited in death. But
Kozintsev does not let us forget that the pUblic tragedy
supersedes the personal tragedy of Lear and Cordelia". The
film ends with shots of peasants trying to recover items,
and rebuild amid the rubble. The fool sits playing a
mournful tune on his pipe.
Kozintsev's vision of King Lear focuses on the full
impact of a Lear's actions on himself, his immediate family,
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greatest plays ever written, performed by probably the best
Shakesp~arian cast eve~ assembled" (Olivier's King Lear) .
The emphasis on acting is clear. Olivier's performance
is the focal point of the production. ustinov points out
that because of the physical difficulties of the part, Lear
is usually played by a much younger man, but in this
version, Olivier, then in his seventies, plays the strenuous
role. This performance stands as one of the high-points of
his stunning career. As Stanley Wells says:
Michael Elliot's sensitive production of King Lear for
Laurence Olivier does not aim at an intellectual
exploration of the text such as is associated with
the concept of director's theatre. It seeks rather to
provide a framework in which the actors' energies may
be fully released in the portrayal of individual char-
actors. (Wells)
The Olivier King Lear opens with a long-shot of a
Stonehenge-like temple and moves into medium and close-ups
of the actors. This version is set in the distant past.
The set is dominated by the large stones of the temple, at
the beginning and end of the film, and by wooden, log
buildings throughout. The characters wear fur robes, and
leather wrappings around their heads. When Lear is dividing
his kingdom, he illustrates the new boundaries on a large
map drawn on the back of an animal's skin. The bronze age
setting enhances the mythic quality. This is a tale about
characters drawn either vaguely from history, or directly
from myth.
An example of the way the setting contributes to the
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mythic quality of the production is Edmund's "Thou, nature
art my goddess" speech. He delivers this "prayer" to nature
at the temple, suggesting a pagan attitude and quality.
since the production is set in the distant past, at a time
when Celtic, perhaps Druidic, religions still existed, or
had only recently faded-away, Edmund's speech evokes a pre-
Christian atmosphere as he appeals directly t~ nature.
Significantly, the two prayers in the play--Edmund's and
Lear's, before he enters the hovel--are given outside. In
Druidic religion all worship was conducted outside. Perhaps
this is coincidental, but the choice of a Stonehenge-like
temple suggests otherwise.
Director Elliot's style is one of intimacy. R. Alan
Kimbrough suggests that this intimacy is a result of lack of
imagination. (Kimbrough 119) The reliance on close-ups
reflects, rather, an awareness of the nature of television
and a trust in his actors. That Elliott uses many close-ups
is accurate, that he slavishly depends on them without
imaginative cutting or shot-choice is not correct. James
Lusardi in his article, "Lear's Mock Trial" examines
Elliott's filmic technique in this sequence and shows its
flexibility and imagination:
What is lost in language and the meanings it may convey
Elliott seeks to supply in cinematic images. As the
scene begins with a rush of background music, the
camera is zooming through a driving rain over a
thatched rooftop. Lear sitting on a bale of hay, the
Fool also sitting and clinging to his right arm, and
the convulsive Edgar thrashing at his feet. This
tableau is presented four times from various angles.
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Now inside the barn-like structure, the camera at
ground level offers a rear-view that includes in the
background Kent already in place, and the scene is
brightly lit throughout. The camera cuts to a close-up
of Kent and Gloucester for their brief exchange and,
with Gloucester's exit, back to the rear-view of the
Lear group with Kent approaching it. As the angle is
reversed, we see Lear, still in his kingly robes,
staring down at the gravel-voiced Edgar muttering his
hellish imprecations and then turning to the Fool,
young but wan, to answer "A king, a king."
(Lusardi 137)
Lusardi clearly shows that the camera work is neither simple
nor unimaginative.
It is, however, aimed at creating an effect that
maximizes its presentation on a small screen. If the camera
work had aimed at creating a sweeping effect, full of wide
vistas as in Kurosawa's Ran, or the slow pans of the barren
countryside in Kozintsev's King Lear, then it would have
failed. Rather than wide, encompassing shots that project
grandeur or power, only a mockery of those shots would have
been achieved, because of the diminishing effect of the
television screen., Inevitably, films composed primarily
with wide, panning shots lose their impact when shown on
television, because the images which are amplified by their
sheer size on a-movie screen are dwarfed by the diminutive
television screen. Elliott avoids this dilemma by planning
his shots to work within the limitations of television. He
~
varies his compositions, but within the overall context of
intimate close-ups as his primary shot.
In Laurence Olivier's King Lear, the storm sequence
includes both long-shots of the gathering tempest and close-
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ups on the old king. As he begins to rage,"I'll have'such
revenge"(Olivier's King Lear II.iv.279), the thunder begins
to sound. The storm becomes an external manifestation of
the internal 'tempest that rages inside Lear. Soon he is to
make the leap of self-awareness: to realize he has ignored
the plight of his fellow man. As Regan rejects his need for
even one retainer, he replies to her:
0, reason not the need! Our basest beggars
Are in the poorest thing superfluous (II.iv.264-265).
A little while later, he makes the connection to his own
responsibility when he sends the Fool into the hovel and
offers his prayer. Soaked by the storm, he kneels and gives
the "poor naked wretches" speech. When Lear enters the
hovel, it is not filled with Kozintsev's huddling masses,
only Lear, Kent, Poor Torn/Edgar, and Gloucester. Lear's
vision in madness is achieved in the personal, not the
pUblic, sphere. Through looking into his own soul (which
Olivier demonstrates through his performance shown mainly in
close-up) Lear gains this knowledge.
The penultimate expression of Lear's tragedy is
his entrance carrying the dead Cordelia. A single, framed
shot of Olivier with his daughter, limp in his arms, drives
the intensity of the scene. It is intimate, it is personal,
and it is powerfUl. Olivier's. voice resounds with, "Howl,
howl, howl! 0, you are men of stones!" (V.iii.261) He
staggers on and places her carefully on the ground. In thit
instance, the television intimacy amplifies the horror of
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Cordelia's death, because the rope burns from the
executioner's noose are clearly visible on her neck.· Lear
dies and falls softly onto Cordelia's body. In Elliot's
intimate examination of King Lear the dead father and
daughter are the emphasis of the tragedy.
************************************************
Successful adaptations of a Shakespeare play into film
or television productions are possible if the director
understands the primary text, its function within its
intended medium, and the characteristics of the secondary
medium to which it is being adapted. Additionally, a clear
interpretation of the new production is also necessary. In
the three versions examined, such successful productions
were achieved.
Akira Kurosawa's Ran emphasizes the broad visuality of
the story as it is told within the confines of Japanese
warlord history. Only loosely based on Shakespeare's text,
it could be judged by a textual standard a failed
adaptation. It is, however, a film of tremendous
cinemagraphic quality and an example of Kurosawa's virtuoso
camera work. with its wide sweeping shots and magnificent
color, Kurosawa's Ran was meant to be seen in a wide-screen
theater. If seen on television, it loses much of its impact
and becomes an adaptation within an adaptation.
Grigori Kozintsev's King Lear is an adaptation also
created for the large screen, but it is designed as social
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commentary, speaking to the public responsibility of rulers
even in the dispensation of private matters. Like Kurosawa,
Kozintsev proves himself to be a master of cinematography.
His choice of black and white imbues the film with a somber
tone, and his visual images of the displaced masses speak to
his socialist intent. In his translation, Kozintsev uses
the Shakespeare text as h~s main story and amplifies it,
through a socialist dialectic, into a successful film
adaptation. Laurence Olivier's King Lear is a highly
intimate look at Lear's personal tragedy set in a mythic
English past. As a television adaptation that centers on an
actor-based production and exploits the possibilities of
intimate shots, it is successful.
While the three versions function with different
artistic intentions, they all speak to the Shakespeare text
as successful adaptations. Akira Kurosawa's Ran, Grigori
Kozintsev's King Lear and Laurence Olivier's King Lear are
individualistic interpretations of William Shakespeare's
King Lear, which move production from the live theater to
film and video.
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Prison in Theater:
Confinement as a Microcosm of Our society
Abstract
In this paper, I examine the use of prison settings--a
convent, a penitentiary, and an island--in three plays and
how those jails' subcultures reflect the outside world.
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The world is a dangerous place and avant-garde theater.
reflects that peril. It is a place in which people, at an
unprecedented rate, are Jailed in prisons of varying types.
These prisons are not simply places of punishment and
incarceration for criminals (however each society might
define crime), but they are also political tools, used by
governments to punish rebels and those who disagree with or
question "official" positions. Some countries, like South
Africa, in which sanctions r~ress entire groups of people,
become a prison in themselves. within such countries, the
officially repressed as well as those in power are both
affected by mass injustice. The spirit of an entire nation
is depleted and squandered through official oppression. In
the United States, prisons are covertly political in their
use as a holding place for the disenfranchised of the
society, a place in which ideas of racism and class
structure are reinforced. Spain, in its fascist and
monarchical dictatorships, showed stunning flexibility in
the creation of new type of prisons.
within the prisons themselves, the inmates and the
jailers create subcultures which incorporate power and
status struggles. They become microcosms of the larger,
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outside society from which the prisoners are removed, thus
furthering the disenfranchisement of the imprisoned. The
new subcultures reflect the characteristics of the
oppressor's world, replete with violent ~anction and class
structure.
Three recent plays, taken from a broad spectrum across
world theater, examine incarceration from the perspective of
the subculture as mirror of the larger society: Athol
Fugard's The Island extends the entire theater, within the
experience of the production, to the status of a prison
representative of society; Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes
recreates the larger society's class and power system within
the subculture of the prison; and Jose Martin Recuerda's The
Inmates Of The Convent Of Saint Mary Egyptian shows a
convent that is converted into a jail for political
prisoners, within which the inmates maintain the same class
status they had in the outside world. These playwrights
shape their settings to engage the audience with frightening
and powerful plays that speak to the conscience and psyche
of their society and to the world.
I. The Island
Athol Fugard, in The Island, uses an almost bare stage,
the power of actors, and the inclusion of the audience in
the play to create a theatrical evocation of South Africa's
island prison, Robben Island. Through that re-creation, he
posits an intense power struggle between the two
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characters, John and Winston, and, through incorporation of
the audience into the performance, extends the island to
represent the entire society. Albert Wertheim says:
Athol Fugard works with spare materials in his powerful
play The Island: an audience, two black actors, the
barest of stage properties and an empty playing space.
From these he transforms both theatre and playing space
into the brutalizing place just off the coast of Cape
Town where many political prisoners have been held in
dehumanizing captivity and without known term to their
incarceration. The Island is a play not so much written
by Fugard as devised jointly by Fugard and the two
original actors of the piece, John Kani and Winston
Ntshona. (Wertheim 229)
Fugard strives for truth in his theater. His work has no
place for sham or mere pretending. This is neither mere
entertainment nor distraction from the cares of the world.
Fugard says that this play resulted from his collaboration
in improvisation with the actors, John Kani and Winston
Ntshona, for whom the two characters are named. Fugard does
not want the two actors to portray only two characters in a
prison situation; they must personally find the truth of
this circumstance. Fugard explains that his emphasis on
finding the truth in theater is based, in part, on
tGrotowskils theatrical vision. In discussing Grotowskils
influence on his approach to theater-making, he says:
II mention Grotowski, because he was in every sense the
agent provocateur at that moment in my career. His
book Towards a Poor Theatre made me realize that there
were other ways of doing theatre, other ways of
creating a totally valid theatre experience ...
(Fugard x)
The foundation for this new approach was an explicit trust
in and enormous demands upon his actors. In order to fully
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explore the relationship between the two prisoners of Robben
Island, he ~ad to challenge the actors to move beyond the
ordinary, and to reach the truly extraordinary in their
search for truth in the theatrical situation. Fugard speaks
of this challenge to the actors:
I do know, however, that it [the challenge] starts with
--absolute demands--a very special courage without
which the actor cannot 'stake' his personal truth, and
in the absence of words on paper that personal truth
has been our only capital. I cannot stress this factor
in strong enough terms. Pretence and deception are as
fatal as they would be in a writer's private
relationship with paper. (Fugard xii)
The importance of honesty in presentation lies in
Fugard's idea of the audience as part of the production.
From the play's opening with its excruciatingly long mime of
enervating and sissyphian labor to its end with the
performance of Antigone, the audience is not merely watching
a play, they are part of a play. In order to establish
fully the play's larger meaning, that this prison stands for
all of South Africa, Fugard forces the audience to become
part of the theatrical experience. In asserting the
importance of this search-for-truth, Wertheim says:
Kani and Ntshona are not two actors portraying two
black fictive characters. They are instead playing
themselves incarcerated. The stage does not represent
the prison, it is their prison and their particular
prison cell. Similarly, the audience is not a
disengaged body watching a representation of a prison;
it is, instead, transformed through the dramaturgy into
John and Winston's fellow prisoners and guards. In
short, the playing space of Athol Fugard's The Island
is not the actual stage area of the theatre where John
and Winston's prison cell is located. Rather the
playing scene is the playhouse as a whole which
becomes Robben Island. (Wertheim 229)
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Fugard's application of Grotowski's holy theater which seeks
for truth and communal experience is diametrically opposed
to Bertoldt Brecht's intentional distancing in which the
audience watches a' play intellectually, with their emotimns
removed from the experience. The success of the Brechtian
theater is open to question, but Fugard's communa~
,/
intenti9ns inform his plays a~d their productions with the
highest results and standards. The audience does not simply
watch a performance, they participate in it; the audience
does not watch in a removed, intellectual fashion, they
become a part of the production, and have an emotional and
social responsibility for the characters whose lives they
are watching. Seen as a complete experience, in which
actors, text, and audience all take part, the story of this
prison moves beyond the specific prison to speak of
Apartheid and the world's witnessing of it.
The Island also deals specifically with the power
struggle that becomes.central to the relationship of John
and Winston. The cellmates are by turn fellow-laborers,
healers, brothers of the land ("Nyana we Sizwe"),
entertainers, and competitors for power over the other.
Theirs is a relationship of necessity, their punishment
dictated by the sanctions of South Africa and their roll as
cell-mates determined by the whims of the prison
bureaucracy.
A harsh siren cuts through the silence of the waiting
,',
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audience. They first perform the meaningless labor in the
long mime scene after which they are chained together and
forced to run back to their cell. They are beaten and
finally left alone. In their cell, they tenderly try to
I
attend to each other's wounds:
Winston is moaning softly and this eventually draws
John's attention away from his ankle. He crawls to
Winston and examines the injured eye. It needs
attention. Winston's moaning is slowly turning into a
sound of inarticulate outrage, growing in volume and
violence. John urinates into one hand and tries to
clean the other man's eye with it, but Winston's anger
and outrage are now uncontrollable. ~ -(Fugard 47) I
John and Winston are left with only the barest resources
with which to deal with life. Having no medical aid
available, John tries to use his urine to cleanse Winston's
wounds. This is a moment of duality--degradation from the
beating and the forced use of urine as a medication, and
tenderness in their deep caring for each other. Winston
too, cares for John when he realizes that John is bleeding
from one of his ears:
In a reversal of earlier roles Winston now gets John
down on the floor of the cell so as to examine the
injured ear. He has to wipe blood and sweat out of his
eyes in order to see clearly. John winces with pain.
Winston keeps restraining him. (Fug~rd 48)
After having established the bond between John and
Winston, Fugard undercuts it by showing their struggle for
dominance. They are to present a version of Antigone to an
assembly, with John as the driving force behind their
participation. He prods Winston with,"Hey, don't start any
nonsense now. You promised" (Fugard 50). While the choice
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of Antigone for presentation may seem odd for two men
languishing in a horrible prison environment, it
demonstrates the emotional and intellectual vitality which
feeds their survival and their bitterness. One of the ways
they manage to "escape" the cell is by telling each other
stories of movies. Imagination also leads to Winston'~ anger
towards John's promise of freedom. As a man condemned to
life, he can feel the other man's eventual release ,as a near
physical torment.
Concurrent with the power struggle. in their
relationship is the way they function within the hierarchy
of the prison culture. The most feared person is Hodoshe
the guard, but other inmates also inspire fear and respect.
When John is arguing with Winston, trying to convince him to
do the play, he says:
Come! I'm putting this plot down for the last time!
If you don't learn it tonight I'm going to report
you to the old men tomorrow. And remember, broer,
those old men will make Hodoshe and his tricks look
like a little boy. (Fugard 52)
John constantly badgers Winston about the play, retelling
the plot, coaxing his cooperation, and appealing to his
conscience. On first glance it may seem that he is the more
powerful figure of the two, but Winston, through his
reticence, makes John subservient to him. Winston becomes
~
the figure with which to plead.
The real poison in their relationship is John's coming
freedom. He is informed that he will be released in three
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months, information that cuts ~hrough Winston. In scene 3,
Winston is relentless, tormenting and accusing John:
... Your people will take you home ...They'll put you
in a chair, John, like a king, give you anything you
want .•. You'll tell them about this place, John, about
Hodoshe, about the quarry, and about your good friend
Winston who you left behind. But you still won't be
happy, hey. Because you'll need a fuck. A really
wild one! (Fugard 70)
John tells Winston to stop, but he can not. He is compelled
to continue in his vivid description of the sexual pleasures
awaiting John. Finally, John asks:
Winston? What's happening? Why are you punishing me?
(Fugard 71)
And Winston replies, in one of the most powerful moments in
the play:
You stink, John. You stink of beer, of company, of
poes, of freedom .... Your freedom stinks, John, and it's
driving me mad. (Fugard 71)
Winston not only covets those pleasures that he imagines
John will soon be enjoying, but also is driven nearly insane
by his knowledge that he will never again experience them.
Fugard establishes in The Island an inhuman situation
in which the actors draw the audience into a shared
experience of degradation and hope. He turns the theater
into a prison, the actors into inmates, afidJthe audience
into the outside society which perpetuates that prison.
II. The Inmates Of The Convent Of saint Mary Egyptian
Jose Martin Recuerda sets his play in a convent that
had been intended to be a house for reforming (or jailing)
prostitutes. The sign over the convent's oak doors
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says," 'House of God and Saint Mary Egyptian -- Asylum for
Wayward Women.' The word 'Whores' has been painted under
~
'Wayward Women'" (Recuerda 99). Recuerda's sUbject is,
"Mariana Pineda, the young nineteenth-centurLpelitical
martyr who was also the inspiration for one of Lorca's early
and less-memorable plays" (Holt Theatre Journal 390).
Pineda was a liberal reformer and opponent of the tyrannical
and reactionary regime that held control over Spain. "The
events dramatized in The Inmates take place during the
reactionary reign of Fernando VII ... "(Holt, "Introduction"
13) •
In The Inmates, the convent has been converted into a
political prison and the nuns have become wardens acting in
the service of the state. The government captures Pineda
and places her in a convent, which eventually becomes her
death-row cell. Operating with a kind of Orwellian
Newspeak, the jailers refuse to acknowledge the implications
of Pineda's confinement. Mariana Pineda confronts the
Mother Superior:
MARIANA: Nothing can justify your abuses, your
mistreatment of these women, your lack of charity. You
should give comfort, not pain; you should bring the
word of God to these women ...
MOTHER SUPERIOR: (Interrupting.) How dare you, a woman
without morals, presume to lecture me! You, who's
given herself to so many men ...
MARIANA: I'm a political prisoner, not a prostitute.
I've addressed you with respect, Reverend Mother. You
might have the same consideration, for me.
MOTHER SUPERIOR: Respect! Indeed!"' You'd like all of us
to think of you as a grand lady, a victim of political
oppression. (Pause.) Well, there are no political
prisoners within the walls of this convent. Move
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aside, whore! (Recuerda 108)
In denying Mariana's status as political prisoner, and
her own as a tool of the tyranny, Mother Superior drapes the
argument in class terms. She accuses Pineda of acting as if
she is above her and the other inmates. Her ploy in
attempting to divide the prisoners along class lines is
successful as the prisoners bring the prejudices of their
class divisions with them into their incarceration. The
prisoners' disputes inevitably break down into class
insults:
CARMELA: I thought they'd never finish that damn hYmn.
Thank the Lord for small favors. (Muffled fiesta sounds
underlie the dialogue.)
FRANCISCA: Can't you be a little more respectful? After
all, this is a convent!
CARMELA: (Sarcastically.) Yes! A very holy convent.
And the bars? And the locked gate? Are they to keep
the holiness in? (Francisca walks away in disgust.) ,
Keep that in mind, your Ladyship. (Recuerda 101)
Carmela and Francisca continue their animosity a bit later,
but never fail to be aware of their respective social
status:
FRANCISCA: (Strutting proudly.) I know you all have it
in for me. But I'm not about to stoop to your'filth.
It's hard being a lady in this stable and maintaining
one's manner when there's no one of breeding to
converse with ... I'11 talk to the walls if I have to
rather than be like you. (Pause.) To think that it's
the feast of Corpus Christi and I'm here! I used to
have soirees in my palatial home, with its gardens ...
CARMELA: Soirees! I've heard about those aristocratic
orgies!
FRANCISCA: It's incredible that I who have fought so
hard to break down class barriers should end up here
having to fight for acceptance ...
CARMELA: You lost your money! That's what happened to
you. You only became a Liberal because you had no
money. (Recuerda 104)
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Fernando's government understands that ~he best way to
"-
prevent or undercut an uprising is to divide the oppressed.
If they are aware of class distinctions among themselves,
then it is unlikely that they will be able to unite
successfully to overthrow the established power. If the
~women in this "convent" are a microcosm of Spain, not only
of the nineteenth, but also probably of the twentieth-
century during Franco's rule, then this idea of divide-and-
conquer is effective as a tool of political division and
repression.
within the context of The Inmates, Fernando's tyranny
uses two main techniques to control his people: thought
control and torture. Fernando makes it very clear that
being an independent thinker is a dangerous position }n this
world. Mariana asks an inmate, Paula, why she was arrested:
PAULA: (Very hesitantly.) I'm accused of being a
heretic.
MARIANA: (Turning her back to Paula, horrified.) My
God!
PAULA: No, it's not what you're thinking! They called
me a Freemason because I wanted to think for myself.
(Recuerda 110)
The state is unceasing in its efforts to prevent independent
thinking. In orde~ to accomplish its end, it must control
all organs of discussion:
ANICETA: I'll telloyou what's going on. Newspapers are
forbidden. The universities are closed. The jails are
bursting with prisoners. (Recuerda 112)
In addition to illustrating the outside controls on the
population, Recuerda also amplifies the political nature of
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this prison through the use of torture;-an instrument
frequently employed in twentieth-century political prisons
across the world. Oppressors use torture to gain specific
information from prisoners, but more insidiously, to create
fear and division within a people. This official form of
terrorism is designed to cripple the psyche of an entire
group, as well as the bodies of its specific members. Holt
speaks of Recuerda's inclusion of torture:
The theme of torture for dissident political acts is
introduced in two powerful scenes. The first,
involving a fifteen-year-old girl whose hands have been
broken for alleged complicity with Mariana in
embroidering the liberal flag, emphasizes the
collective nature of the playas the 'inmates' JOln
Mariana in tearing strips from their dresses to bandage
the girl's mutilated hands ... The second instance
presents Mariana's lover, Casimiro Brodette, whose
tongue has been so severely burned by his captors that
he cannot speak. Although the mute Casimiro attempts
to silence her, Mariana confesses to him her active
role in the liberal cause, knowing that her confession
is being overheard and that it may result in her
execution. (Holt "Introduction" 13)
Ironically, the very action that is intend~d to
separate the prisoners through fear, unites them. Though
frightened by the horror of the girl's damaged hands and the
possibility of the torment that might be inflicted on them,
they are also disgusted by the people that commit such
atrocities. Led by Mariana Pineda, they slowly displace
their class differences and come together in a communal
treatment of tpe wounded girl.
MARIANA: •.. We must help this child. (The Inmates remain
impassive.) If we don't help each other all that awaits
. us is death.
CARMELA: [Enunciating the class division that still
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,separates them.] ~That'll never happen to you; you have
a chance to save yourself. Your well connected.
CHIRRINA: Yes! Under the sheets!
CARMELA: Pedrosa [the prosecutor whom Mariana Pineda
knows] will corne through for you.
MARIANA: I feel sorry for all of you. Your distrust
and hatred of one another will drag us all down. We
are all prisoners here. If we have to die, we could
die with dignity. We could help each other like human
beings instead
of fighting among ourselves like animals. (Tearing off
a piece of her petticoat.) This will have to do. (She
starts to bandage Rosita's hands.)
SISTER ENCARNACION: (corning to Mariana's side and
ripping a piece of her own petticoat.) I'm with you
Mariana.
(Inspired by her action, the Inmates begin ripping
their petticoats and giving Mariana the pieces. She
and sister Encarnacion bandage Rosita's
hands... (Recuerda 117-118)
Recuerda, through the use of the convent as a
microcosm, posits the possibility, if only as a temporary
phenomenon, of the unity of people through forgetting class
in dealing with a communal problem. It is no accident that
Recuerda writes the tortured girl as a Gypsy, among the
lowest of social classes. Rosita represents one end of the
social scale and Mariana the other, and in their common
concern for the injured child, the women become one unit,
..~
for a short time one society. Even though ultimately
Mariana is hung, Recuerda presents a vision of optimism in
this moment of the prisoners joining together; through this
very personal action of empathy, they create a pUblic
demonstration of political solidarity.
III. Short Eyes
Miguel pinero's Short Eyes takes place in a prison
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called the House of Detention. within this setting, Pinero
creates a powerful and realistic image of the subculture of
the inmates and the social structure they create along
racial lines, class divisions, sexual status and committed
crimes. Gaynor F. Bradish speaks to Pinero's subculture:
The play, set in the House of Detention, concerns what
Pinero calls the 'underclass,' people who are socially
deprived or outside the law, and this group with its
own code of justice--for Pinero also to be read 'just
us'--becomes of course an inverse mirror of that other
society without. (Bradish 425)
Pinero begins the play by establishing the hierarchy of
control, or the prison class-structure. The officers and
guards are in charge of the inmates; their actions or lack
of, action provide the sanctions and/or approval the inmates
need to function in the jail. Morrison's opening speech
sets the ton~ for the rigidity of the system:
MORRISON: All right, listen up ... I said listen
up. (Whistle) When I call your names, give me your
cell location. (Catcalls) Off the fucking noise. Now
if I have to callout your name more than once, pray--
cause your soul may belong to God, but your ass is
mine. (Pinero 113)
The prisoners are on the lowest rung of control, next are
the guards and officers, and the highest is Captain Allard,
an officer over the other guards.
Pinero quickly introduces the characters and divides
the inmates' world by race: the Puerto Ricans--Juan,
Cupcakes, and Paco; the Blacks--Ice, Omar, and El Raheem;
and the Whites--initially represented by Longshoe, but soon
supplemented by Clark Davis. As in the outside world, these
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characters deal mainly with members of their own race. The
characters may speak with members of the other races, but
only within strict limits and without trust. Even though
they may despise the racial injustice and bigotry· they
perceive on the outside, they perpetuate its existence on
the inside. Two inmates discuss their idea of white justice
with overtones that reflect the world of the 1990s as well
as the 1970s:
EL RAHEEM: You still expect the white man to give you a
fair trial in his court? Don't you know what justice
really means? Justice ... 'just us' ...white folks.
PACO: Look here, man. I don't expect nothing from
nobody--especially the Yankees. Man, this ain't my
first time before them people behind these walls, cause
I ain't got the money for bail. And you can bet that
it won't b~ my lasttime--not as long as I'm poor and
Puerto Rican. (Pinero 117)
They are aware that two sets of rules exist, one for the
powerful and one for the disenfranchised. This duality of
rules and sanctions between the empowered and the
disempowered also exists in the House of Detention.
When the new inmate, Clark Davis, appears, he is taken
aside by Longshoe and given the system:
Look here, this is our section ... white ... dig? That's
the Rican table, you can sit there if they give you
permission ... ~me goes with the black section ... Most of
the fellas ar~')in court. I'm the Don Gee here. You
know what that mean, right? Good ... Niggers and the
spics don't give us honkies much trouble. We're cool
half ass. This is a good floor. Dynamite hacks on all
shifts. stay away from the black gods ....
(Pinero 121-122)
Longshoe, initially believes Davis to be someone with
whom he can speak, someone who will be part of the white
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inmate hier~rchy. His opinion changes quickly when he
discovers the reason for Davis' arrest. Nett, one of the
old prison guards, tells the other prisoners that Davis is a
child molester and threatens him. In this place, the guards
Q
as well as the other prisoners see the child molester or
"short eyes" as the lowest person on the hie~archy. Julius
Novak says in a review of Short Eyes, "Among convicts, it
seems, child-molesters are the lowest of the low, and the
hardened criminals and homosexual predators who inhabit the
dayroom react to the 'short eyes' with holy horror and
loathing"(Novick 44}. As soon as Longshoe hears why Davis
is there, his protective attitude changes to one of disgust
and detestation.
LONGSHOE: Short eyes? Short eyes ... Clark, are you one
of those shorteyes freaks ... are you a short-eyes freak?
•.. Hey, Davis ... (Walks up to him and spits in his
face ... ) (Pinero 123)
Social status is at least as important, if not more crucial,
in the prison as it is on the outside. While a person may
be able to cloak oneself in anonymity in society, in jail
there is no place to hide.
As the rest of the prisoners learn about Davis, he is
quickly marked as an outsider and a person to be scorned and
abused. Previously, Longshoe had told him that he was not
"stuff" or a male homosexual, but now he is considered a
potential sexual target to be victimized by the other
prisoners. Even Cupcakes, the young Puerto Rican wh9 was
constantly fighting off other prisoners' sexual advances,
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becomes a predator towards Davis. Given the opportunity to
move up the social scale, by dominating someone else, he
takes it. D~vis' disenfranchisement by the other prisoners
reflects in an opposite way the disenfranchisement these
prisoners felt on the outside as members of the lower
classes of society. Pinero is brutally honest and direct in
his presentation of the prisoners' perpetuation of social
injustice in the jail. What they experienced on the
outside, they apply on the inside.
Pinero carefully structures the play so that each act
ends with a performance of terrible violence: act one with
the inmates ramming Davis' head against a toilet, a
degradation that demonstrates their violence and loathing
towards the "short eyes," and act two with Davis' murder.
An epilogue concludes the play with a cover-up of the murder
and any guard's complicity in the crime.
Despite the brutality and dehumanization of the prison
situation, Pinero posits the possibility of maintaining
personal integrity within it if one is strong enough--a
i
.
circumstance much like the outside world these men
previously inhabited. Juan is the exemplar of the person who
maintains his sense of self and individual value system even
in the worst of conditions. He never lets the prison
overcome him and seeks to help the other inmates when he
can. Juan, in particular, acts as a counselor and teacher
to Cupcakes, and refuses to participate in Davis' killing.
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After trying to persuade Cupcakes not to go along with the
I
preying upon Davis and failing, Juan says:
You punk, you little punk. Everything I taught you
just went in one ear and out the other. You want to be
an animal too ... Yoa're letting this place destroy you.
(Pinero 150)
Juan is singular in his integrity and in his ability to
conceptualize an improved future. He is an extraordinary
-~ .,.,------- ..
man in an extraordinary situation.
pinero's Short Eyes creates a paradigm of a world
within a world. The features by which outside society
stratifies itself--race, sex, and power--become a part of
the subculture, and are amplified as a result of the
confined surroundings. Because there is no chance to remove
oneself from the rest of the inmates, alr actions
reverberate with heightened power. Clark Davis pays the
ultimate penalty for being the criminal whose offense marks
him as the lowest person on the social scale of the prison--
he dies for it.
Conclusion.
The subculture within a prison in many ways reflects
the makeup of the larger culture of the outside world. The
prisoners recreate a society in which racism, classism, and
the use of power as a determinant for social class play
similar roles as in the makeup of the social status of the
larger world. Similarly, in Miguel Pinero's Short Eyes, Jose
Martin Recuerda's The Inmates Of the Convent Of Saint Mary
Egyptian, and Athol Fugard's The Island, the subcultures are
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microcosms of the world in which they are set.
In Short Eyes the prisoners prey on a child molester
who is fair game in their eyes as a target for physical and
sexual violence. They place him into the position of social
outcast and feed on his weakness. They create a hierarchy
in which his offense places him on the lowest social rung.
Even as they dispute the notion of white man's justice, they
use an equally "distorted form of "justice" in their dealings
with other prisoners. Their world and the larger world
become mirror images of each other.
In The Inmates Recuerda shows how a government, through
the perversion of words (like in Orwell's 1984), seeks to
control and punish citizens who think for themselves and
rebel against the state's authority. The social makeup of
f
the outside world is recreated in the class awareness of the
imprisoned women. Recuerda sees some hope for optimism,
however, in the women's uniting to help the tortured girl.
Fugard, in The Island, extends the theatrical
experience so that the audience becomes a participant in the
"i
play's production. Through this extension; the stage not
only becomes the pris?n of Robben's Island, but also
represents the whole of an incarcerated South Africa.
Taken together, these three plays, create a visceral,
powerful, and cogent look at prisons as they replicate
society's problems of oppression and injustice.
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